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Thank you for downloading the first FIGJAM Merchandiser Manual 2020 
Edition for best practices to enhance strategy and performance. This will be 
the first of a series of three e-books.

We aim to share the retail field knowledge that we‘ve gathered in the last five years from working with 
leading FMCG brands across Sub-Saharan Africa. We found merchandising to be the selling point and an 
important factor for growth. 

In this manual we aim to convey a better understanding of merchandising as well as best practices that can 
be adopted to increase sales. These methods will turn shoppers into buyers and ultimately increase stock 
flow to retail outlets. 

INTRODUCTION



Merchandising considers the first impression of a product on 
the shelf. What draws the consumer to purchase the product? 
It could be the arrangement on the shelf at the retail store, a 
promotional display or the pricing. Merchandising derives 
methods where the product can have the most impact on 
consumers, that is, any practice which leads to the sale. 
Tracking the results of these efforts is just as important. Having 
a strong understanding of merchandising, how to execute it, 
and how it impacts your business is essential to growth.

What is Merchandising?

Almost any brand with a physical product uses merchandising 
tactics. From grocery merchandising, to cosmetics 
merchandising, to beer merchandising, catching the eye of the 
shopper is integral to increasing sales. In addition to brands 
that carry out their own merchandising activities, many 
retailers also engage in merchandising, as they have the insight 
into the inner workings of their own store and are well-versed 
on what works and what doesn’t for their customers.

Who does Merchandising?

RESPONSIBILITIES 
MAY INCLUDE: 

COLLABORATING WITH 
SUPPLIERS, MANUFACTURERS, 
AND RETAILERS TO ENSURE 
PROPER EXECUTION OF 
MERCHANDISING PLANS.

ENSURING RETAILER 
COMPLIANCE WITH 
MERCHANDISING STRATEGIES.

CREATING AND ORGANIZING 
PROMOTIONS AND 
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS.
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DEFINING THE MERCHANIDISING ROLE



RESPONSIBILITIES 
MAY INCLUDE: 

Merchandisers are responsible for everything that happens to a 
product from the moment it is delivered to the store to the 
moment a shopper picks it up off the shelf. They monitor 
product appearance and supply in various stores throughout 
their designated geographic area. By working closely with both 
suppliers, retailers, and manufacturers, they make certain that 
the promotion of specific products will increase sales over a 
period of time.

Merchandiser Job Description

MAINTAINING INVENTORY OF 
PRODUCTS.

GATHERING INFORMATION ON 
MARKET TRENDS AND 
CUSTOMERS’ REACTIONS TO 
PRODUCTS.

ANALYZING SALES DATA - 
REPORTING GROWTH, 
EXPANSION, AND CHANGE IN 
MARKETS.

COMPARING COMPETITOR 
DATA.
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DEFINING THE MERCHANIDISING ROLE

“           ADVERTISING MOVES 
PEOPLE TOWARD GOODS; 
MERCHANDISING MOVES 
GOODS TOWARD PEOPLE.”

- MORRIS HITE
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BEST PRACTICES

ACCORDING TO 
RESEARCH, 50% OF 
CUSTOMERS WILL SWITCH 
BRANDS IF THEIR 
PRODUCT NEEDS ARE 
NOT ANTICIPATED. 

THIS IS WHERE GOOD 
MERCHANDISING 
PRACTICES COME IN. 

Simply knowing how to set up a merchandising 
display doesn’t guarantee  success.  There are 
certain merchandising practices that any 
merchandiser should consider to maximize impact.

People are also less likely to buy the products when only a few 
products are left or they were lying in disarray. The perception 
of the products was that they were contaminated even though 
they were packaged. The take away is that visual 
merchandising contributes to sales.
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A clean, well-stocked shelf will always look more appealing to customers than an untidy, half- empty shelf. Pay 
special attention to the overall view of common shelf displays especially colour coordination and arrangement 
of products; while end-caps and sale bins are a great way to pull in some extra sales, your home shelf is where 
most customers will look for your product/brand. 

Out-of-stocks result in a direct loss of brand loyalty and equity, and encourage shoppers to reach for 
competitors' products. Think of when you couldn’t find your favourite wine or cheese? The deduction is that 
out-of stock events cause brands to lose sales revenue in the short term as well as future sales revenue as long 
term customers will find new favorites. 

SHELF CARE

STAYING ON TOP OF ORDERS

Two basic shelf care routines are:
- Making sure there aren’t any gaps where your products should be on the shelf. 

- Making sure your products are all facing the correct way.

Merchandisers can avoid these scenarios by:
- staying on top of account orders, 

- making frequent store visits, 
- communicating consistently with stores and the reps assigned to them.
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With so many different products populating store shelves, retailers are understandably less concerned with 
perfect product presentation than they are with sales and profit.  Merchandisers should pick up the slack by 
making a habit of monitoring point-of-purchase displays, checking for product voids, and addressing any issues 
of product misplacement with a store manager.

ENSURING RETAILER COMPLIANCE

This is necessary to remain relevant in the market. It can also provide insight and offer new ideas on on new 
ways to approach shoppers. Your merchandising team can record competitors' price, 
promotions, labels, shelf location, and packaging, as well as any other metrics you wish to keep tabs on. By 
collecting data on your competitors, you can practice competitive pricing and learn from their successes or 
losses.

MONITORING COMPETITION
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DATA-DRIVEN MERCHANDISING

How do we measure the effectiveness of key merchandising tactics that we’ve covered?

By using a data collection app like FIGJAM merchandisers are encoraged to  to log sales and marketing data as 
it comes in allowing the team to have a constant stream of communication as well as creating an opportunity to 
see trends over a period of time. These observations can provide insight for strategic improvements going 
 forward. With real time data analytics at hand managers can stay on top of their game.

Our next e-book will cover several no-fail merchandising strategies. You can sign up via our website
to make sure you don’t miss out. As an additional resource we share our expertise via our blog, 
kindly visit our website for more on tech-centric sales and field merchandising practices.

MERCHANDISING PRACTICES 
CAN HELP BOOST SALES AS 
WELL AS IMPROVE YOUR 
BRAND RECOGNITION AND 
RELATIONSHIP WITH
RETAILERS.


